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& Cognition constantly involves retrieving and maintaining
information that is not perceptually available in the current environment. Studies on visual imagery and working memory
suggest that such high-level cognition might, in part, be mediated by the revival of perceptual representations in the inferior temporal cortex. Here, we provide new support for this
hypothesis, showing that reflectively accessed information can
have similar consequences for subsequent perception as actual
perceptual input. Participants were presented with pairs of
frames in which a scene could appear, and were required to
make a category judgment on the second frame. In the critical
condition, a scene was presented in the first frame, but the
second frame was blank. Thus, it was necessary to refresh the
scene from the first frame in order to make the category judg-

INTRODUCTION
To adapt to a constantly changing environment, the
brain needs to distinguish what to learn from what to
ignore. Accordingly, learning from perceptual experience is modulated by high-level cognitive control. In behavioral experiments, attended information produces
better subsequent implicit and explicit memory than ignored information (e.g., Turk-Browne, Yi, & Chun, 2006;
Turk-Browne, Jungé, & Scholl, 2005; Mulligan, 2003;
Jiang & Chun, 2001; Bentin, Moscovitch, & Nirhod,
1998). In functional neuroimaging, neural signatures of
encoding and memory in the ventral visual cortex are
enhanced when stimuli are task-relevant (Henson &
Mouchlianitis, 2007; Yi & Chun, 2005). Yet, cognitive
control is not limited to selecting among incoming perceptual input. In fact, much of cognition is specialized
for maintaining or reviving information that is not perceptually available in the current environment. Little is
known about how such higher-order, reflective operations are related to learning in perceptual systems.
There is evidence that reflecting on perceptual information is supported by activity in the inferior temporal
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ment. Scenes were then repeated in subsequent trials to measure the effect of refreshing on functional magnetic resonance
imaging repetition attenuation—a neural index of memory—in
a scene-selective region of the visual cortex. Surprisingly, the
refreshed scenes produced equal attenuation as scenes that
had been presented twice during encoding, and more attenuation than scenes that had been presented once during encoding, but that were not refreshed. Thus, the top–down revival
of a percept had a similar effect on memory as actually seeing
the stimulus again. These findings indicate that high-level cognition can activate stimulus-specific representations in the ventral visual cortex, and that such top–down activation, like that
from sensory stimulation, produces memorial changes that affect
perceptual processing during a later encounter with the stimulus. &

cortex. For example, rehearsing visual objects in shortterm memory or retrieving object representations from
long-term memory is frequently associated with increased functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
signals in category-selective cortical areas (M. R. Johnson,
Mitchell, Raye, D’Esposito, & Johnson, 2007; Polyn,
Natu, Cohen, & Norman, 2005; Mechelli, Price, Friston,
& Ishai, 2004; Ranganath, DeGutis, & D’Esposito, 2004;
Ishai, Haxby, & Ungerleider, 2002; Ishai, Ungerleider, &
Haxby, 2000). These findings suggest that common neural substrates may represent the visual information manipulated by high-level cognition whether perceptual
input is currently available or not (Kosslyn, Ganis, &
Thompson, 2001). To what extent do the inferior temporal representations that are activated when a stimulus
is not externally present act like those activated with
perceptual input? Imagery of a visual object typically
activates only a subset of the cortical regions that respond to the perception of the object (Mechelli et al.,
2004; Ishai et al., 2002; Ishai, Ungerleider, & Haxby,
2000). Nevertheless, such sparse representations might
still result in long-term changes that can be detected by
indirect, perceptual memory tests. Imagery tasks often involve retrieving information from long-term memory and/
or combining elements and discovering novel relations.
Hence, imagery may involve a number of component
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compare the fMRI responses between refreshed and repeated scenes in order to assess the relative effects of
top–down revival versus bottom–up stimulation on subsequent perception. In addition to the indirect test of
memory provided by repetition attenuation, memory
was also assessed during a surprise recognition test after
scanning in order to measure the behavioral effect of
refreshing on long-term, explicit memory.

METHODS
Participants
Nine participants volunteered for monetary compensation (4 women, mean = 21 ± 3 years old).1 Informed
consent was obtained from all participants. The study
protocol was approved by the Human Investigation Committee at Yale University.
fMRI Acquisition
A Siemens Trio 3-T scanner with a standard birdcage
head coil was used to acquire functional data with a gradient echo-planar imaging sequence. Each functional volume (2000 msec repetition time; 25 msec echo time; 908
flip angle; 5 mm thickness with no gap) comprised 27
axial slices parallel to the anterior commissure–posterior
commissure line, covering the entire brain. Five functional scan runs were conducted, each acquiring 190
volumes. Visual stimuli were projected on a rear LCD
projection screen and seen through an angled mirror
attached to the head coil. A magnet-compatible button
box was used to collect responses.
Task and Procedure
In the first functional run, participants performed a
one-back repetition detection task in order to localize
scene-selective visual cortex, the parahippocampal place
area (PPA) (Epstein, Harris, Stanley, & Kanwisher, 1999;
Epstein & Kanwisher, 1998; Aguirre, Detre, Alsop, &
D’Esposito, 1996; Maguire, Frackowiak, & Frith, 1996).
There were sixteen 14-sec stimulation blocks interleaved
with 8-sec baseline periods. Half of the blocks presented
faces and the other half presented scenes. During these
blocks, face or scene images (true color, 15.58  15.58)
were sequentially presented every 700 msec (200 msec
interstimulus interval) against a dark gray background.
A white-outlined black square (1.68  1.68) was superimposed in the center of the screen throughout the run.
Two or three images per block were immediately repeated
to which participants made unspeeded responses with the
right index finger to indicate a repetition was detected.
The order of face and scene blocks was counterbalanced
between participants.
In the remaining four functional runs, participants
performed an indoor–outdoor scene categorization task.
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cognitive processes. The consequences for later perception of the various component processes recruited during
complex imagery tasks remain to be clarified.
One basic reflective process that may subserve a simple form of imagery is refreshing (e.g., Raye, Johnson,
Mitchell, Greene, & M. R. Johnson, 2007; Raye, Johnson,
Mitchell, Reeder, & Greene, 2002). Refreshing is a mechanism by which an active representation is briefly sustained or foregrounded—as in a brief thought directed
at a just vanished image on the TV or word on the radio.
Refreshing is an elementary reflective process that has
been proposed to support more complex cognitive activities, such as those involved in working memory, longterm memory, and imagery ( Johnson et al., 2005; M. R.
Johnson et al., 2007; Johnson & Hirst, 1993). A number
of studies have shown that refreshing involves areas in
the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ( Johnson et al., 2005;
Johnson, Mitchell, Raye, & Greene, 2004; Raye et al.,
2002), and more recent evidence indicates that refreshing
can activate category-specific brain regions ( M. R. Johnson
et al., 2007).
The current study tested whether reflectively refreshing a picture can produce changes that affect neural activity associated with later perception of the same picture.
While performing a simple categorization task for pictures
of scenes during an fMRI session, participants were required to think of a just-seen picture. Then we asked,
what are the consequences of this brief reflective operation of refreshing for subsequent perceptual processing?
Does refreshed information, like perceived information,
leave memory records that affect future perception?
To answer this question about the possible impact
of reflection on perception, refreshed scenes were perceptually presented again in subsequent trials, allowing
us to measure fMRI repetition attenuation in sceneselective visual cortex. Repetition attenuation, also known
as fMR adaptation or repetition suppression, refers to the
reduced fMRI signal observed in the ventral visual cortex
for repeated compared to novel stimuli. Importantly, repetition attenuation is stimulus-specific, and is believed to
reflect sharpening of perceptual representations with experience or reduced visual processing necessary for object identification (Grill-Spector, Henson, & Martin, 2006;
Wiggs & Martin, 1998; Desimone, 1996). Moreover, the
degree of repetition attenuation predicts the likelihood
of subsequent recognition of a perceptual stimulus (TurkBrowne et al., 2006).
To explore the consequences of refreshing on repetition attenuation, the evoked fMRI responses in the
scene-selective visual cortex to previously refreshed
scenes (refresh) were compared to scenes that were
either previously presented twice (repeated), previously
presented once without refreshing (skipped), or never
presented before (novel). If refreshing has memorial effects similar to perception, attenuated fMRI responses
should be observed for refreshed scenes compared to
novel or skipped scenes. Moreover, it is interesting to

tion’’ priming trials, which are distinguished from ‘‘second presentation’’ test trials described below.
Scenes in the first frame of the first presentation priming trials were presented again in the second frame of
the ‘‘second presentation’’ test trials (right side of Figure 1). The first frame of the second presentation trials
was always empty. In fact, these trials all looked identical and their conditions (repeat, refresh, and skip) were
distinguishable only by how the scenes were presented
during the first presentation trials. Repeat trials contained
scenes that had initially appeared as repeat scenes in the
first presentation phase, refresh trials contained scenes
that had initially appeared as refresh scenes, and skip
trials contained scenes that had initially appeared as the
first scene in skip trials in the first presentation phase. In
addition to these three trial types, two novel conditions
were also included: One condition presented two different scenes and the other presented a scene in the second
frame only. The novel trials containing two scenes were
identical to the skip condition during the first presentation, but the first scene in skip trials was later repeated,
whereas none of the novel scenes were ever repeated. In
other words, the novel scenes provided the PPA signal
baselines for the first and second presentation trials, respectively. In short, signaled by a white dot, participants
made a keypress response on the second frame of every
trial, indicating whether the currently presented picture,
or the picture that they were to refresh, was an indoor or
outdoor scene.

Figure 1. Schematic design
and procedure. Eight types
of trials were presented in an
intermixed order. A black
square was shown as fixation
throughout the experiment.
A trial contained two
500-msec frames with a
500-msec blank interval
between them; a white dot
in the second frame
prompted participants to
make a speeded scene
categorization response. In
the first presentation trials
(left), the repeat condition
(first row) consisted of the
same scene in the two
frames, the refresh condition
(second row) consisted of a
scene only in the first frame,
and the skip and novel
conditions (third and fourth
rows) consisted of two
different scenes. In the
second presentation trials
(right), the repeat, refresh,
and skip conditions
repeated scenes from the
first frame of the first
presentation trials.
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As shown in Figure 1, each trial consisted of two 500-msec
frames (15.58  15.58) presented in succession with a
500-msec fixation blank between them. Each frame contained either a true color scene or an empty square outlined in light gray. The same fixation mark as in the PPA
localizer was presented throughout the experiment. Participants were instructed to make no overt judgment in
the first frame and to make a speeded keypress response
to the content in the second frame. To prompt an indoor or outdoor response, a white dot (0.68 diameter)
was added to the center of the fixation in the second
frame. Responses slower than 2 sec were considered as
missed trials.
As shown in the left side of Figure 1, there were three
critical conditions depending on scene presentation in
the second frame of a ‘‘first presentation’’ trial. (1) In
the repeat condition, both frames contained the same
scene. Participants thus responded to the scene repeated
within the trial. (2) In the refresh condition, the first
frame contained a scene, whereas the second frame was
empty. In order to make a response, participants were
required to think back to the scene in the first frame.2 (3)
In the skip condition, the two frames contained different
scenes. Thus, participants made an indoor–outdoor response to the second scene while skipping the first scene.
This condition and our instructions helped ensure that
participants were not preparing their response during the
first frame, and instead waited for the second frame. The
trials of these three conditions formed ‘‘first presenta-

fMRI Analyses
Preprocessing and statistical analyses were conducted
using statistical parametric mapping (SPM2, Wellcome
Department of Imaging Neuroscience, University College,
London, UK). The first four volumes of each run were
discarded due to magnetization equilibration. The remaining volumes were then corrected for slice timing,
realigned, normalized (resampling voxel size, 3  3 
3 mm), and smoothed (Gaussian kernel, 8  8  8 mm).
A high-pass frequency filter (cutoff: 128 sec period) and
autocorrelation correction were applied to the time
series.
The PPA regions of interest (ROIs) were localized for
individual participants from the first functional run.
Blocks of scenes and faces were separately modeled by
canonical HRFs, with six movement parameters as covariates of no interest. A statistical parametric map of the
t statistic was generated from a linear contrast between
scene and face blocks. For each individual observer, the
maximally scene-selective voxel was identified bilaterally
in the cortical area straddling the parahippocampal gyrus and the collateral sulcus. Example loci of individual
PPA ROIs are shown in Figure 2A. The coordinates of the
maximum voxel were then used as the center of a 4-mmradius spherical ROI (mean Talairach coordinates: x =
30, y = 44, z = 8; x = 30, y = 42, z = 8).
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In the ROI analysis, the mean time courses were first
extracted from each ROI using the MarsBar toolbox
(http://marsbar.sourceforge.net). Parameter estimates
of event-related activity were obtained using the general linear model of the eight critical conditions and a
dummy condition. Trials from the eight conditions containing an incorrect or no response were treated together as dummy events. Each condition was modeled
by an HRF and a temporal derivative to account for variable hemodynamic delays. Six movement parameters
were also included as covariates of no interest. The
peaks of fitted HRFs for the four conditions were entered into statistical analyses as percent signal change.
For the whole-brain analyses, the same general linear
model was applied to each voxel across the entire brain.
A two-stage random-effect analysis was then performed
using a one-sample t test on contrast images, which were
obtained for individual participants for each comparison
of interest. Resulting SPMs of the t statistic were thresholded at p < .001 (uncorrected, cluster threshold k =
5 voxels).

RESULTS
Behavior in the Scanner
One participant was excluded from the behavioral and
neuroimaging analyses due to exceptionally slow response times (RTs; slower than the mean ± 3 SD of
the remaining participants). Participants categorized
scenes very accurately, committing errors only in 0.9%
of both first and second presentation trials. The differences between error rates among conditions were not
statistically significant ( ps > .1). Participants infrequently
(3.5% of all trials) responded to scenes in the first frame
or made anticipation errors in the second frame (RTs <
200 msec). The trials with outlier RTs (> 3 SD in each
condition) were also excluded (4.2% of all trials). The
remaining 91.4% of trials were then considered for RT,
fMRI, and recognition analyses (mean 29.2 trials per condition). The mean RTs are shown in Figure 2B.
In the first presentations, participants showed a withintrial priming effect when the same scene was repeated
in a trial. The repeat condition produced faster RTs than
the other conditions ( ps < .01). In contrast, it took longer for participants to think back to a just-seen picture,
indicating effortful reflective processing in the refresh
condition, although the numerical difference with the
skip and novel conditions did not reach significance
( ps > .2). The fact that refresh responses were slower
than repeat responses confirms that participants were
not preemptively preparing their response during the
first frame. The skip and novel conditions did not differ
from each other ( p > .8).
In the second presentation trials, participants showed
between-trial priming effects, categorizing the previously
seen pictures more quickly than novel pictures. Relative
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Each run consisted of 64 trials, with eight trials per
condition. There were an equal number of indoor and
outdoor responses in each condition. All trials were pseudorandomly intermixed, the order of which was predetermined to minimize the event correlation between any
two conditions after being modeled by canonical hemodynamic response functions (HRFs; rs < .25). The intertrial interval was 4, 8, or 12 sec (mean = 5.5 sec). In
addition, we confirmed that the repetition lag was not different among conditions in which scenes were repeated
between trials. The number of intervening trials was 2.34
for the refresh, 2.26 for the repeat, and 2.32 for the skip
conditions ( ps > .4). The elapsed time was 17.94 sec for
the refresh, 17.56 sec for the repeat, and 17.97 sec for the
skip condition ( ps > .4).
After the scanning session, participants moved to an
adjacent behavioral testing room to perform a surprise
scene recognition test. The lag between the scanning
session and the recognition test was about 10 min. The
recognition test contained all 128 scenes that had been
presented in the first frames during the indoor–outdoor
categorization task (4 conditions  32 scenes). These old
scenes were randomly intermixed with 32 new scenes.
Participants viewed each scene one by one and made an
unspeeded response by pressing one of three buttons:
‘‘old’’ if they recognized the scene, ‘‘new’’ if they did not
recognize the scene, and ‘‘unsure’’ if they were not confident about whether they had seen the scene or not.

to the novel condition, the repeat condition produced
decreased RTs [t(7) = 2.42, p < .05] and the skip
condition showed a trend [t(7) = 1.95, p = .09].
Importantly, the RTs in the refresh condition were
shorter than those in the novel condition [t(7) = 2.78,
p < .05] and comparable to those in the repeat condition ( p > .3). The difference between the refresh and
skip conditions was not significant ( p > .1). Note that
the RTs in the repeat condition were faster on the first
than on the second presentation trials because the
repeat condition of the first presentation trials presented two identical scenes, whereas that of the second
presentation trials presented a scene only in the second
frame.
PPA ROI Analysis
The fMRI signal changes from the left and right PPA ROIs
are plotted in Figure 2C and D, respectively. The first
and second presentation trials were analyzed separately

with repeated-measure analyses of variance (ANOVAs)
with two factors: hemisphere (left and right) versus
condition (repeat, refresh, skip, and novel).
The first presentation trials showed a main effect of
condition [F(3, 21) = 29.17, p < .01], a marginal main
effect of hemisphere [Right > Left, F(1, 7) = 3.98, p =
.09], and an interaction between hemisphere and condition [F(3, 21) = 4.21, p < .05]. Presenting two identical scenes produced less PPA activation than two
different scenes (Turk-Browne, Yi, Leber, & Chun, 2007;
Epstein, Graham, & Downing, 2003; Kourtzi & Kanwisher,
2001). This within-trial repetition attenuation effect was
stronger in the right hemisphere. Relative to the skip and
novel conditions, the repeat condition produced a significantly lower response in the right PPA ( ps < .005) and
marginally in the left PPA ( ps < .1). The refresh condition
produced the lowest PPA response in both hemispheres,
presumably due to greater stimulus-driven, bottom–up
activation in the other conditions which involved seeing
two successive pictures ( ps < .05). The skip and novel
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Figure 2. Behavioral and fMRI results. (A) Examples of bilateral PPA ROIs superimposed on an axial slice of the MNI template. The PPA
ROIs from different participants are shown around the collateral sulcus. (B) Response times. (C, D) Mean fMRI signal changes in the left
and right PPA ROIs, respectively. Error bars indicate standard errors of the means for the first and second presentations.

did not produce significant attenuation relative to the
novel scenes in either hemisphere ( ps > .1).

conditions produced comparable PPA signals, as would
be expected, and in line with the RT results.
The second presentation trials showed only a main
effect of condition [F(3, 21) = 8.63, p < .001; other effects, ps > .1]. The previously repeated scenes produced
responses that were significantly lower than the novel
scenes in bilateral PPA, and significantly lower than
the previously skipped scenes in the right PPA ( ps <
.05), revealing between-trial repetition attenuation (TurkBrowne et al., 2006). More importantly, the previously
refreshed scenes also attenuated bilateral PPA signals relative to both the novel scenes and the previously skipped
scenes ( ps < .05). This attenuation effect for previously
refreshed scenes was comparable to that for the previously repeated scenes. Interestingly, the skip condition

Refresh-related Activity

Table 1. Talairach Coordinates of Cluster Centers Revealed in Exploratory Whole-brain Analyses, Organized by Analysis Contrast
Brain Region

L/R

kE

BA

x

Middle frontal gyrus

L

12

6

39

3

53

16.17

Middle frontal gyrus

L

6

6

50

5

33

6.15

Middle temporal gyrus

L

24

21

59

49

8

11.02

Middle temporal gyrus

L

6

21

59

41

0

8.35

Lateral occipital gyrus

L

7

37

56

62

7

7.94

Supramarginal gyrus

L

14

40

62

51

25

7.08

Middle frontal gyrus

R

6

6

30

8

44

6.79

Medial frontal gyrus

R

37

6

6

17

46

7.88

Middle frontal gyrus

R

10

10/46

42

42

20

9.09

Middle frontal gyrus

R

5

10/46

36

50

17

5.70

Intraparietal sulcus

R

11

40

39

44

44

9.44

y

z

t

First Presentation Trials
Refresh > Repeat ( p < .001, k = 5)

[Novel + Skip] > Repeat ( p < .001, k = 5)
Middle occipital gyrus

L

5

19

27

92

24

6.44

Cuneus

R

5

18

18

95

13

7.04

Middle occipital gyrus

R

32

19

33

89

18

10.89

Fusiform gyrus

R

49

19/37

33

48

18

9.04

Second Presentation Trials
Conjunction of [Novel > Repeat] and [Novel > Refresh] ( p < .005, k = 5)
Superior occipital gyrus

L

11

19

39

77

29

3.83

Retrosplenial cortex

R

24

23/30

24

52

14

3.99

Superior occipital gyrus

R

5

19

42

83

24

4.36

Parahippocampal gyrus

R

8

36

24

33

14

3.35

Fusiform gyrus

R

7

37

30

50

13

3.70

kE = number of contiguous voxels; BA = Brodmann’s area.
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To examine refresh-related activity in additional brain
regions, we contrasted the refresh condition with the repeat condition in the first presentation trials. As shown
in Table 1 and Figure 3, refreshing was accompanied by
increased activation in regions including middle frontal,
middle temporal, and parietal cortices. The frontal activation near or at the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex replicated prior studies on refreshing ( Johnson et al., 2004,
2005; M. R. Johnson et al., 2007; Raye et al., 2002).

Figure 3. Refresh-related
activity from the whole-brain
Refresh > Repeat contrast
( p < .001, k = 5).
IPS = intraparietal sulcus;
LOG = lateral occipital
gyrus; MFG = middle frontal
gyrus; MdFG = medial
frontal gyrus; MTG = middle
temporal gyrus; SMG =
supramarginal gyrus.

Additional contrasts revealed the voxels that showed attenuation for scene repetition within and between trials
(Table 1). When two scenes in a trial were identical (first
presentation repeat), voxels in the right fusiform gyrus,
right cuneus, and bilateral middle occipital gyrus showed
decreased activation, relative to when two different
scenes were presented (first presentation novel and
skip). Additional within-trial repetition attenuation effects were observed in the bilateral collateral sulcus and
parahippocampal gyrus with a less stringent threshold
of p < .005 (k = 5).
Between-trial repetition effects were examined with a
conjunction of two contrasts: greater activation for novel
scenes than for previously refreshed scenes and for
previously repeated scenes (novel, refresh, and repeat
in the second presentation trials, respectively). The
voxels that showed attenuation for both refresh and
repeat conditions were localized in the right fusiform
gyrus, right parahippocampal gyrus, right retrosplenial
cortex, and bilateral superior occipital gyrus. These
regions are part of a distributed network of regions involved in scene processing and navigation (Maguire,
2001; Ishai, Ungerleider, Martin, & Haxby, 2000).

scenes that were newly introduced during the recognition test (i.e., false alarms).

DISCUSSION
The current study demonstrates a situation in which
briefly thinking about a recent perceptual stimulus is comparable to seeing it again. Refreshing a single presentation resulted in fMRI repetition attenuation comparable
to what was observed after two presentations. Previous
neuroimaging studies have suggested that top–down control mechanisms, such as those operating during working
memory and visual imagery, revive inferior temporal object representations (Mechelli et al., 2004; Ranganath et al.,
2004; Ishai et al., 2002; Ishai, Ungerleider, & Haxby, 2000;
O’Craven & Kanwisher, 2000). Our results extend these
findings by showing that such reflective representations
are encoded into memory in a way that influences subsequent perception. One possibility is that the same population of inferior temporal neurons may be responsible
for both bottom–up and top–down object representations, given the assumption that repetition attenuation
reflects reduced responsiveness of a subpopulation of
selective neurons (Grill-Spector et al., 2006). Alternatively,
refreshing a scene, like seeing it again, may facilitate extracting information during subsequent perception relevant

Subsequent Scene Recognition
The analysis of explicit scene recognition performance
focused on ‘‘old’’ responses although similar results were
found with ‘‘new’’ responses (because they are roughly
complementary). The scenes that had been repeated or
refreshed during initial presentations produced better
long-term, explicit memory relative to novel scenes. As
shown in Figure 4 (bars on the left), scene recognition
was better in the repeat and refresh conditions than in
the novel condition ( ps < .05). The difference between
the repeat and refresh conditions was not statistically
significant ( p > .3). The repeat condition produced better recognition than the skip condition [t(7) = 2.393,
p < .05] whereas the refresh condition did not ( p >
.1). The skip and novel conditions did not differ ( p >
.1), and both produced scene recognition well above
the rate at which participants responded ‘‘old’’ to the

Figure 4. Scene recognition performance. Error bars indicate
standard errors of the mean.
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Repetition Attenuation Effects beyond the
PPA ROI
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repeating abstract, random irregular patterns produced
better memory than refreshing them, which may be related to the difficulty participants would have in refreshing such patterns ( Johnson, Raye, Mitchell, Greene, &
Anderson, 2003).
How does refreshing influence perceptual memory,
as measured in our case by repetition attenuation? The
multiple entry, modular (MEM) memory model provides
a psychological framework to understand how perceptual representations are mediated by top–down cognitive processes ( Johnson & Hirst, 1993). The model
assumes a cognitive architecture consisting of two systems: perceptual and reflective. Perceptual and reflective systems interface with each other through agendas
or goals that recruit processes that produce and act on
representations. Refreshing is a component process in
the reflective system and may, in the present context,
constitute attention to decaying perceptual representations in the category-specific visual cortex (M. R. Johnson
et al., 2007; Ranganath & D’Esposito, 2005). Reviving
such representations would result in changes in memory, later expressed as repetition effects assessed during
perception. Repetition attenuation could reflect changes
in a common representation or representational format
affected by perception and reflection (e.g., ‘‘tuning’’
the ‘‘same’’ representation by different operations). Alternatively, attenuation could reflect summation over
common or similar elements of different perceptually
derived and reflectively generated representations when
cued by a memory probe. Another possibility is that attenuation could reflect changes as a consequence of reflection in the ease with which elements of a perceptual
stimulus cue its identity or other task-relevant responses
(e.g., category membership or associative relations).
Note that such memory effects are the consequences
of an executive, self-generated mental operation which
is postperceptual. In MEM, such reflective attention to
active internal representations is distinguished from
perceptual attention to externally present stimuli (e.g.,
Johnson, Mitchell, Raye, McGuire, & Sanislow, 2006). The
findings from the current study replicate the effects of
such perceptual attention on neural memory (Yi, Kelley,
Marois, & Chun, 2006; Yi & Chun, 2005) and, in addition,
provide strong evidence that postperceptual, reflective
operations can be as effective as perceptual operations
in modulating memory as indexed by the degree of later
activation of representations in the inferior temporal cortex during perception.
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to the specific response required (in this case, an indoor–
outdoor judgment; cf. Dobbins, Schnyer, Verfaellie, &
Schacter, 2004).
Besides the main findings, other aspects of our results
are worth considering. First, the skip condition did not
produce reliable repetition effects relative to the novel
condition (Figure 2B, C, and D), even though single presentations are often sufficient to produce repetition attenuation. With jittered intertrial intervals and no pretrial
cue, participants should attend to first frame scenes
equally well across conditions. Moreover, given the relatively long presentation and interstimulus interval (each
500 msec), it does not seem likely that the scene in the
second frame interfered with the perceptual processing of
the scene in the first frame. On the other hand, if there is
such interference, the skip condition represents an analog of common situations in which the visual environment
is constantly changing and generating such interference/
inhibition. Perceptually or reflectively attending to a
stimulus immediately again may help overcome such interference in natural viewing situations. Alternatively, participants might actively inhibit the memory of skipped
scenes, which would, in turn, reduce repetition effects
during a later encounter (cf., Anderson & Green, 2001).
Although the effect of active inhibition on the later expression of implicit memory deserves more investigation,
related evidence suggests that several acts of inhibition for
a particular stimulus might be required to suppress its
memory (e.g., more than five; Depue, Banich, & Curran,
2006). The lack of repetition attenuation for skipped
scenes may also reflect the lack of a match between task
demands during the initial perception and the later expression of implicit memory. That is, participants did not
make responses to skipped scenes until the second presentation trials, and thus, responses were not repeated
along with the scene repetitions; such changes in stimulus–response context have been shown to reduce repetition attenuation effects (Dobbins et al., 2004; Schacter,
Dobbins, & Schnyer, 2004).
Second, refreshed scenes were not recognized better
than repeated scenes during a subsequent long-term
memory test, which is not consistent with the expectation that reflective operations such as refreshing induce
better encoding. Long-term memory is not, however,
simply a result of being mentally active during encoding.
Rather, the activity during encoding has to be useful for
the subsequent memory test. One explanation for the
lack of difference between the repeat and refresh conditions in recognition is that we have largely equated
the processing that affects recognition memory in this
situation—that is, participants are considering the same
type of information during encoding in both conditions
as they determine whether the scene depicts an indoor
or outdoor place. Moreover, note that although refreshing sometimes produces better recognition memory
than repeating (words, pictures of simple objects), it
does not always. For example, it has been reported that
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